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In 2015-2017 on the basis of statistical data, Chance for Buildings prepared an analysis on possible
energy savings and related costs in the buildings sector in the Czech Republic. The main data
for residential buildings were provided by Population and Housing Census conducted by Czech 
Statistical Office in 2011. Energy consumption data were supplied by the Ministry of Industry and Trade.

The majority of buildings haven’t undergone energy efficient renovation yet. This means high energy 
bills for users and often unhealthy indoor climate. At the state level, the economy of the Czech Republic 
is among the most energy intensive.

Energy efficiency is also a question of energy security as the Czech Republic is highly dependent on 
Russian gas supplies. In 2014, the Chance for Buildings calculated that energy renovation of buildings 
could lead to reduction of up to 1,8 bn m3 of natural gas by 2030, which is some 33% of Russian imports.



Climate change in the Czech Republic
Heat waves, droughts, and less snow in the mountains

Source: Modely vývoje klimatu v České republice 2015-2060, Katedra fyziky atmosféry MFF UK, 2015
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By 2040, the average temperature in the Czech Republic will probably rise by 1 °C and by 2060 by 
up to 2.5 °C. The number of tropical days with temperatures over 30 °C will rise by 2-6 in the period 
2015-2039 and by 8-12 in the period 2040-2060. Even higher increase is being expected in number of 
summer days, i.e. days when the temperature turns over 25 °C. In the period 2040-2060 the number of 
those days might rise by up to 35.

Also the number of heat waves, i.e. a period of 6 consecutive days with temperatures above the usual 
average, will rise by 5. The biggest concentration can be expected in the area between Znojmo and 
Hodonín in the South Moravian region. The temperature rise will be felt mostly in the cities, especially 
in Brno and Prague, where the so called urban heat island even enhances the effects. 

The South Moravian region together with the Central Bohemian region will also be affected the most 
by droughts when over one third of the year will be with no precipitation at all. In most affected areas, 
there will be over 20 periods of droughts annually, i.e. periods with 6 consecutive days with less than 
1 mm of precipitation.



Buildings in the Czech Republic are not adapted 
to climate change 
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Measures to adapt buildings
Construction and technical measures to adapt buildings to climate change involve improvement of 
thermal-technical properties of building envelope, installation of measures to prevent overheating, 
efficient energy management of the building, efficient water management and overall adjustments 
of building immediate surroundings to prevent aggravation of local conditions (i.e. to worsen urban
heat island effect).

In general, building should be realized with quality insulated envelope to ensure not only a low amount 
of energy for heating in winter and cooling in summer but also a high level of stability of the indoor 
environment over the year which strengthens the resilience in case of energy supply disruptions. The 
level of glazing of various parts of the building should enable energy gains from sun radiation in winter 
and should at the same time prevent overheating in summer.

An installation of cooling systems should be prevented by right placement of the building into the 
landscape, using surrounding greenery, quality concept and design, materials and colours used inside
and outside of the building, external shading of glazed areas and by using night precooling if applicable. 
Also the installation of heat recovery ventilation system is recommended.

Besides ensuring low energy consumption of the building adapted to climate change, the building 
concept should include systems for efficient water usage.

 



Programmes of support

tE

Latest information on all programmes supporting energy renovation of buildings is available in Czech at  www.renovujdum.cz



In total, there are 8 different national and European support programmes. In Germany, for comparison, 
the KfW bank administrates support for all types of buildings and owners.

In late 2016 the Ministry of Environment of the Czech Republic together with the State Environmental 
Fund launched new continuous support scheme under the New Green Savings programme to support
construction of new apartment buildings in high energy efficiency standard. The programme also 
includes several provisions aimed at adaptation measures like green roofs and waste-water heat 
recovery. A construction of the green roof on a building usually leads to lower cooling needs and also 
the water cycle improves as the water is kept longer at the spot of a rainfall. Also as the green roof 
evaporates water and captures a dust from the air, the overall air quality and micro-climate in the 
surroundings improve. Besides the function of thermoregulation, the green roof can brighten up the 
neighborhood and it is a unique way to promote sustainability through architecture.

There is no support scheme for adaptation measures in other programmes. 



Construction legislation – needed changes 

During the construction permission process, the current building regulation does not clearly demand
the builder to prove and the building authority to fully check the energy efficiency requirements, the
thermal requirements, the prevention of overheating in summer and sufficient air circulation.

In case of major renovation, the project often doesn’t even enter a simplified permission process and is 
realized without any project design documentation.

The Construction Act and related regulations should be amended to ensure the energy efficiency 
requirements are met and the adaptation measures are involved in the construction practice.

It is also important to involve experts especially in the process of building renovation and construction 
planning. That should ensure that the project complies with the regulations. The control mechanism 
should be strengthened.



Example of a building adapted to climate change 

NEW CONSTRUCTION
Address: Kremsmünster, Austria|Architect: Poppe*Prehal Architekten, Steyr | Realization: 2001-2002 | Heated floor area: 161 m² | Investment: 250.000 €, additional costs to passive-house standard 5 %

This single family house was built as one of the first ten passive houses in Upper Austria region. It is a lightweight wood 
construction set on a concrete base, rooms and glazed areas are on the south-east oriented façade to optimize incoming 
solar radiation. The cellar and the ground floor are embedded in the terrain and together with a small workshop and
wooden carport they are thermally separated from living space. In 2003, the first year of the usage, the total energy 
consumption on heating, LED lighting and cooking was 6,000 kWh/year. In 2009 the 5kWp photovoltaic panels were 
installed producing 5,000 kWh/year so the building became almost self-sufficient. In 2012 the new small log wood stove 
was installed, which saves around 1,000kWh/year of electricity, so, currently, in the yearly energy balance the house can 
be considered as self-sufficient with all energy needs covered by renewable energy sources.



Scenarios of building renovations 
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Building renovation and adaptation strategy
Chance for Buildings have prepared five scenarios of energy efficient building renovations and their adaptation 
to climate change. The basic scenario implies the business-as-usual situation without any state policies towards 
energy renovations. The second scenario counts with fast but shallow renovations, the third with slow but deep 
ones, the fourth with fast and deep renovations and the fifth ideal and hypothetical scenario assumes deep 
renovations of 3 % of the total floor area annually starting tomorrow.

To pursue at least the scenario no. 4 (fast and deep) seems to be the best option based on the modelling. 
It would lead to 64 PJ of final energy savings between 2021 and 2030 which would probably be the amount of 
savings required under the Article 7 of revised Energy Efficiency Directive. This scenario also brings valuable 
results in terms of adaptation of buildings to climate change as the energy required for cooling and related 
costs are reduced, the work productivity is not reduced by overheating and overall health of indoor climate is 
improved.

To implement this scenario it is necessary to set motivational financial support for all types of buildings and all 
types of owners and to slowly start a shift from grant support schemes towards different financial mechanisms
to allow higher leverage of public funds with private money at all levels. The internal rate of return of the 
building renovation investment is 4-6 % and bears a low risk. These investments are thus interesting for pension
funds and other private investors. In such a scenario, public funds could be used in a guarantee mechanism 
towards private bank loans.



Benefits of energy efficient renovation  

QUALITY RENOVATION MEANS 
BETTER INDOOR CLIMATE

ENERGY SAVINGS FUEL 
THE ECONOMY

= UP TO 1.5 % OF CZECH GDP

= UP TO 55,000 JOBS

BETTER HEALTH, QUALITY REST, 
HIGHER PRODUCTIVITY

ENERGY EFFICIENT CONSTRUCTION



A development of energy efficient construction sector brings multiple benefits. As majority of 
construction works is being done by small and medium enterprises, new contracts will lead to 
securing current jobs and even bringing new ones. This applies to the entire value chain of 
construction and renovation of buildings. Energy savings in buildings can reduce our dependency on 
foreign energy supplies from unstable countries. They can also slow down the use of limited fossil fuel 
reserves, reduce the greenhouse gases emissions and local pollution. Reducing energy needs at the 
same time reduces energy bills so the low-income families are better protected against energy prices 
increase. It is also important to mention health benefits as well designed energy efficient buildings en-
able sufficient fresh air circulation, which has positive health impacts on building users.

Macro-economic cost benefit analysis prepared by Miroslav Zámečník calculated the impacts of five 
renovation scenarios and two climate scenarios over time. Although the investment volumes differ very 
significantly depending on the scenario, the analysis arrived with very similar unit values of multipliers, 
hence similar unit impact for the macroeconomic variables such as employment or tax and social 
security revenues. The main result is that after an investment activity one may expect an increase 
in total output of the same magnitude (over 90%) in terms of gross domestic product. By 2060 the 
difference in Gross Value Added loss caused by overheating in unadapted buildings between first and 
fifth scenario reaches 30 bn euro which is roughly a one sixth of the annual value of current Czech GDP.



This publication was prepared by Chance for Buildings for the purposes of the project “National Strategy of Building 
Adaptation to Climate Change” and was supported by a grant from Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway.
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Chance for Buildings is an alliance by leading trade associations that supports energy efficient construction. It brings together Czech Green Building 
Council, Passive House Centre, Mineral Insulation Manufacturers Association, EPS Association and Energy Service Providers Association. It represents 
over 300 companies across the entire value chain of building construction and renovation. Chance for Buildings aspires to reap the crucial societal 
benefits of energy efficient buildings.


